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PRIMARY SCHOOL
Message from the Executive Headmaster
This edition of the school newsletter coincides with mid-term, both in respects of the
Blessed Month of Ramadaan as well as the school’s academic year.

As we reflect on how successful we were in deriving maximum spiritual benefit from the
preceding fifteen days of Ramadaan, we should also be approaching the remaining half
of this month with renewed commitment, uncertain of whether we will have the opportunity of another Ramadaan.

Eid Gah
Fajr Azaan 6:00
Fajr Salaah 6:15
Lecture
6:45
Eid Salaah 7:10

________
School
re-opens
18 July 2016

From the academic perspective too, both teachers and learners will be reflecting on the
successes of the first half of 2016 and also on addressing areas of concern in order to
improve on the results which are recorded in the half-yearly report.
Looking at an overall analysis of the Grade 12 results, clearly many of our learners have
to give maximum attention to their studies if they are to attain the quality of results that
all of us expect of them. The school has already commenced a series of parent consultations to ensure that parents/guardians work closely with the school in the next two
terms in supporting and encouraging our learners to give of their best.
Once again, I appeal to the parent community to ensure that punctuality, attendance
and entrenchment of a work ethic are ingrained in their children across all grades.
Alhamdulillah, we have had a very busy and successful second term as is evident in the
various activities reported on in this newsletter. This would not have been possible without the hard work and commitment of the management staff and educators and the cooperation of our learners and parents. In thanking them for their contribution to the
successful close to the second term, I wish all members of the Orient community well
over the second half of Ramadaan, an early Eid Mubarak and
a safe and restful holiday.

Ebrahim Ansur

Executive Headmaster
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Message from the Primary School
Principal
In the name of Allah, the Most Kind, the Most Merciful
Dear Parents/Guardians
Assalamu Alaikum Warahmatulahi Wabarakatu
Inshaa-ALLAH yet another term has gone by and we are now in the midst of the glorious
month of Ramadhan. By the Grace of Almighty Allah (s.w.t) we are honoured to have this
month of compassion, generosity and an even greater opportunity to recharge our souls.
Please remember the Orient family in your duas .May Allah (s.w.t) accept all our humble efforts.
Alhamdulillah ,as I reflect on our first half of the school year I can’t help marveling at the obvious delight emanating from the faces of the children I see every day. The atmosphere of joyful
learning has become widespread and contagious. I see it in the young 4 year olds who are in
awe of their beautiful environment where the possibilities to learn seem endless. Their contentment is also expressed with the warm greetings I receive from them at my daily classroom visits.
This term the children have achieved many things, both in their learning and in extra-curricular
activities.Teamwork lies at the heart of all achievement and we have accomplished many successful events thus far and for this I am most thankful to our Primary School team. We continually look for ways to raise standards and ensure that each child can truly meet their potential.
To all educators and the heads of department, thank you for your hard work, dedication and
sacrifice in our strife towards academic excellence. My sincere appreciation to all educators
who mentored and coached learners in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities .As always,
all the children continue to be such a credit to the school in whatever they do.
On behalf of everyone at Orient school I wish to extend a special thank you to the parents for
their continued support and co-operation at all our school events ranging from the Sports
Days, Letter Land Market Day, Book Character Day and the Science Expo. Jazakallh kair. To accomplish great goals, we must not only act, but also dream, not only plan but also believe.
Finally, I extend my warmest greetings to all for a joyful Eid-ul ﬁtr. May this be a day
filled with happiness and may Allah (SWT) guide all of us.
Shukran
Wasaalaam

Mrs. Fawzia Mahomed

PRINCIPAL | PRIMARY SCHOOL
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Message from the Head of Islamiaat
Alhamdulillah, to all our junior learners..yes..it’s once again the blessed and holy month of
Ramadaan. I know how you look forward to the goodies, tasty savouries and milkshakes etc,
but together with all that, please remember that the month of Ramadaan is full of all types of

special blessing and favours of Allah (swt) upon us. Enjoy your fasts and try your best to eat
well and healthy during Suhoor and Iftaar. Don’t miss out by not getting up for Suhoor. It is a
great and beneficial Sunnah. Also read you Taraweeh Salaah daily…it only comes once a year,
so make the best of it. Ramadaan is also the month of the Quraan. It is a wonderful opportunity for you to improve on your recitation and to memorise and revise as many Surahs of the
Holy Quraan as you can…Allah (swt) has placed special Barakah in this month for the Holy
Quraan.
Lastly, try your best to catch the Night of Laylatul Qadr. You will be on holiday, so spend extra
time in the Masaajid.
Have a wonder and fruitful Ramadaan, make lots of dua for our school and the Ummah at
large, and May Allah (swt) grant one and all a joyful and pleasant Eid-ul-Fitr. Ameen.

Shukran
Wassalaam
Islaamiaat Department

Sheikh Yusuf Kathrada

HEAD | ISLAMIAAT
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Foundation Phase
Allhumdulillah, yet another term has whizzed by and our learners have grown by leaps and
bounds with a comprehensive curriculum and well – planned activities that have helped their
physical, academic and spiritual needs.
In striving for holistic development, we have this term enjoyed many activities that have captured our learners’ interest and imagination. From Hooked on Books to Book Character Day to
the Book Wall of Fame to our successful Sports Day to the interactive Ramadaan Stations in the
Grade 1-3 phase. Together with Market Day, the Readers are Leaders Programme, the excursion to Willow Creek Farm, the sensorial visit to the Botanical Gardens and the fun-filled final
week activities in the Pre-school, this has proven to be a rewarding and productive term.
None of the successes that we have enjoyed would have been possible without the support of
parents and my dedicated team. A big shukran jazeelan to all for sharing the vision and helping make it a reality.
As we close for the second term, during this glorious month of Ramadaan, I ask that you remember us in your esteemed duas. May Allah bless and forgive us and may we benefit spiritually from this blessed month.
Have a blessed Eid and a restful holiday.
In anticipation of another term filled with possibilities.

Shukran

Mrs. F. Rajub

HOD | FOUNDATION PHASE
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Pre-School
At our Pre-School our little ones develop new competencies, become confident and resilient
through play. Our Pre-School develops solid foundation in a warm and caring environment.

Fun in the sun
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Pre-School

Visit to the Musallah

Pyjama Party

Sensorial Adventure at Botanical Gardens
On April 26th, our Preschool learners went out to explore an area of the Botanical gardens that

they had not been to before, as part of our sensorial adventure. Learners had fun focusing their
attention on each individual sense. We explored and described sounds of the park, sights of
the park as well as what we could taste in the air, feel with our bodies and smell in the
air. Glorious sensorial delights from ducks to bird calls to sculptures to various leaf textures
and smells of the indigenous plants were examined and discussed. Learners collected various
textured leaves for a creative activity in class.

Observation Time

Striking a Pose
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Letterland and Market Day
Letter-Land Day is celebrated at the end of term two when our learners are familiar with the all
the alphabets. All the letters come to life and this is consolidated with a display and sale of
item. The buzz and atmosphere created was synonymous of a real market place. The excitement was evident in the learner’s effort to ensure that their stalls were the most creative, attractive and colourful. A percentage of the earnings has been donated to the schools water
project. We are extremely proud of our learners and their enthusiasm. We place on record our
thanks to all mothers who assisted their children to make the goodies for market day.

High School learners lend their support

Everyone’s happy to be here

Showing off Entrepreneur Skills

Business can be fun too

Grade RR Letterland song
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Willow Creek Excursion
The preschool theme on animal was consolidated with the excursion to Willow Creek Farm. A
scenic and pleasant bus journey to Hillcrest ended at the foot of Willow creek farm amidst glorious huge trees in their Autumn splendour. The farm itself was peaceful and tranquil. The hike

created hungry tummies which made learners guzzle down the excursion lunch treats that their
mum's sent. Children were educated about the harmful effects of litter to the animals. After
playing on the Jungle gym, each child had an exciting chance to ride the pony. A hike down
the hill back down to the bus, playing in the autumn leaves and a safe trip home made this excursion a beautiful experience!

Look what they Found

Happy Adventures

Excited!

Riding the Pony!
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Pre-School Funletics
Beautiful sunny blue skies, loads of excitement and the Preschool training under the supervision of Coach Hyder commenced weeks before. The practice and training sessions mastered
gross and fine motor co-ordination skills with new and exciting events which learners thoroughly enjoyed.

Masha’ Allah Mascot!

Mum and Child - 3 legged race

Learners support their fellow mates

Race time!

Everyone is a winner!
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Readers are Leaders
In our endeavor to instill a love for reading in our little ones, the Leadership through Reading
Programme is a termly event. It was heartening to see our Grade 3’s walk hand-in-hand with
our Grade R’s and sit beside them as they read to them. The Grade 3’s were quite excited in

their role as mentors and the little ones were captivated by the expression and the stories told
by the Grade 3’s. Insha Allah this monthly programme will serve a two-fold purpose: allow our
Grade 3’s to enhance their reading skills and encourage our little ones to love reading.

Reading Programme

Grade 3’s Storytelling to Grade R’s

Outdoor Play
Teaching and learning basic skills in sports is vital for our young learners. Enjoyment in sports
only comes after spending hours practicing the correct skills. Hence our energies are channeled in this venture. Learners are taught movement skills such as locomotive activities to encourage running, jumping crawling and dodging. Learners hand eye co-ordination skills are
being developed by means of catching different size balls and playing different ball games. The
boys from grade R are being taught the game of rugby and enjoy playing it whilst the girls are
introduced to a game of handball.
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Outdoor Play

P.E. Coach Mr Hyder training Grade R

Grade R Learners

Visit to Orient Musallah

Lets create our own storybook | Foundation Phase
The Foundation Phase enjoyed a most productive and enjoyable term. We look back with pride
on all that we achieved. Alhamdulillah!
Grade 1 Term two has been very successful with the grade ones having mastered their reading
and writing skills culminating in the creation of their own story –books. They had an opportunity to visit Mrs. Mahomed and read their delightful stories to her. Learners were treated to special treats.
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Lets create our own storybook | Foundation Phase

Grades 1’s

Displaying their own storybooks

Art lesson Grade 1’s

More Art . . .

The moon has been Sighted!

Proudly made by Foundation Phase

The moon has been sighted, Ramadaan has begun. Creative work
and skill shown by our budding Grade 1.1 and 1.2 artists.
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Grade 1 Interactive lesson in Islamic Studies using I.T.

Masha Allah

Projected Interactive Whiteboard

Art lesson Grade 2

Arts and Crafts

Orient Islamic School Foundation Phase
learners made specially crafted prayer
beads to gift their parents to kick off the
Prayers beeds

month of Ramadaan. Excitement buzzed
through the air as they put love, care and
a special prayer in mind for their mums
and dads.
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Money Lesson | Grade 3
The Grade 3 had an Orient shopping experience in their class, the lesson titled ‘Shopping’ was
thoroughly enjoyed by the learners. They had to "shop" for items on their grocery list and then
calculate the cost of items. Every learner was involved and it was great seeing them search for
their items and pack it into their packets. Once they had all their items they had to calculate
the total cost of their items.

Learners responding to the lesson

Items on sale

Money Lesson | Grade 3
The Grade 3 learners had a lesson at the library on insects. Learners had to find three examples
of insects that help us and provide an example as to how they help us and then also research
insects that harm us and stipulate in what ways. The data collected would be used to generate
posters.

Let’s learn
Recording the findings
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Funletics
Alhumdulilah the Sports Day was a fun and exciting day for all. The learners were afforded an
opportunity to particiapte in both the sprints as well as the fun events .Our learners performed
outstandingly after all their hardwork and practice.Well done to all our learners! A special
thank you to all the parents for all the support and for cheering our athletes on.

Sham mascot

Learners anticipating their turn

Qamar mascot
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Ramadaan Express to Eid
Our foundation phase wound down the term with an interactive day celebrating Ramadaan
and Eid. Learners visited four different stations in small groups where they learned about the
moon, praised Allah at the Recitation Station, took a moment to consider the favours of Allah
at the Appreciation Station and then honed their culinary skills icing cookies at the Make and
Take Station. A definite success in rejuvenating the Ramadaan fever and stoking the Eid embers. Learning is fun at OIS!

Learning about the moon

Recitation station

Appreciation Station

Make and take Station
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Hooked on Books
The Hooked on Books Theatre Company visited our school on the 03rd of May 2016. This dynamic team dramatized “book trailers” from selected children’s books.
The performance was of a high standard and thoroughly entertaining. The library has purchased the novels that are being promoted so learners will be able to read these books.

Learners in Demonstration

Book Character Day
Orient Islamic School held its Annual Foundation Phase Book Character Day on the 05 th of May
2016. Indeed, it was a wonderful sight to see all the learners geared up in their costumes representing their favourite book character. Out of books popped Dorothy, the Joker, Princess Jasmine, Cinderella and her step sisters, the Cat in the Hat and royalty galore. There was excitement in the air as each class paraded and showed off their costumes. Creativity was also rife
with some costumes being handmade from recyclable material.
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Book Character Day

and the winners are . . .

More winners

Foundation phase learners in their various character get-ups
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Intermediate Phase
Ramadaan Kareem. Term 2 has passed in the blink of an eye! The Intermediate Phase has had
a very productive term starting off with Hooked on Books and culminating with the mid-year
exams and formal assessments. Reading was once more the focus of the term with various

programmes outlayed to encourage learners to become readers. An appeal is made to parents
to ensure that learners read more books to help broaden their horizons.
Jazakallah Khair to our wonderful learners and parents for all the effort that they have made to
make the school term smooth sailing. To the educator, this ship would not sail smoothly if it
was not for your energy, passion and care that you display daily. May Allah SWT give you Jaza
-e-Khair for all your efforts. I am sure each and everyone is looking forward to a good, relaxing
holiday to recharge in preparation for Term 3.
With the dawn of the blessed last 10 days on our doorstep, we ask you to make special dua for
us, the school, the Ummah at large and for peace in South Africa and throughout the world
where there is turmoil and people in need. Have an enjoyable and spiritually uplifting Eid-ul
Fitr.
Shukran

Mrs. R. Soni

HOD | INTERMEDIATE PHASE
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Compukids - Grade 4
The Grade 4 learners had an exciting term of coding where they brought Maths and Computer
Science alive. Learner’s grasped concepts really well as they worked at their own pace using
online instructions during lessons. Coding helps develop problem-solving and critical thinking

skills, creativity, and collaboration and enhances personal development. Three groups of learners created their own games for presentation at the Science and Technology Fair. Our young
developers are…

We would like to thank Mr Kathrada for
creating this interest and assisting the

learners with this creative Game App.
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Natural Science and Technology Expo
We hosted our annual Natural Science and Technology Expo 2016 on the 9th of June 2016. Enthusiastic learners from grades 4 - 6 demonstrated their skills as budding scientists. Experiments ,posters and design models were made by learners to showcase their scientific and collaborative learning skills .Our aim for the Science Expo is to broaden the learners scientific knowledge and to develop young scientists who are able to identify a problem , analyse information, find solutions and communicate findings effectively. Thank you to our learners, parents and visiting schools. A special thank you to our high school educators for helping
us judge the event.
Congratulations to the following learners:

1st - Atiyyah Limalia and Mariam Bibi Cassim
Grade 4

2nd – Abdullah Joosab
3rd - Aaminah Gangat and Layla Randeree
1st - Muhammad Altaf Meer and Isa Moola

Grade 5

2nd – Yaseerah Vanker and Layyah Cassim Shaik
3rd –Abdullah Bayat and Uwais Saeed
1st -

Grade 6

Muhammad Uzair Fazloodeen & Junaid Cassim

2nd –

Husna Olla & Layla Tarr

3rd -

Shameelah Quadir
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Natural Science and Technology Expo

Learners displaying their
Experiments

Afrikaans lesson - Grade 4

Weaving Lesson - Grade 5
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Mathematics Lesson | Grade 6

Construction of 3D Objects | Grade 6

Durban and District Spelling Bee | Grade 4
On the 13th of April the Durban and District Spelling Bee for Grade 4 learners took place at
Al’Faalah. Mash Allah! Mishka Suleman and Fathima Zahra received an A for the 1st round at
the Durban and District Spelling Bee. Overall Mishka Suleman took 2nd position. Well done to
our Spelling BEE stars!

Spelling Bee Stars

Mishka and Fathima Zahra
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Durban & District Spelling Bee | Grade 6
Husna Olla participated in the Department of Education, Durban District Spelling BEE Contest
hosted by Addington Primary. She competed amongst 28 schools from in and around Durban.
Husna attained 3rd position in the first round and went on to compete on the 7th of June, in

the District Finale. She was placed 6th in the Durban district.
Husna Olla also represented Orient Islamic School at the Radio Islam School Challenge Spelling
Bee competition which was held on Saturday 18th June at the Verulam Islamic School. Husna
won both rounds of the Spelling Bee with a perfect score. She received R1000 cash prize.
Well done to Husna for her exceptional performance!

Husna olla - 3rd Place

District Finalists

District Finals
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Durban & District Speech Contest | Grade 4
Orient Islamic School hosted the Durban and District Grade 4 Inter-School Speech Contest on
Wednesday, 11 May 2016. Nine schools participated. This interactive forum enhance learner’s
self-development, confidence and also provides learners an opportunity to develop social skills
by interacting with each other. The participants displayed confidence and poise when presenting their speeches which were of a very high standard. Mishka Suleman and Husnaa Naroth
represented Orient Islamic School. Mishka Suleman did us proud and was placed 2nd.Well
done Mishka!

Misqa Suleman - 2nd place

Ammaraah Khan Grade 5.2

Grade 5 | Story Telling
Ammaraah Khan from Grade 5.2 participated in the eThekwini Municipality Storytelling Competition on the 01 June 2016 at Asherville Library. The atmosphere and vibe of the event was
amazing. Feelings of nervousness however dominated the room. Ammaraah made new friends
from surrounding schools and shared their own stories. During intermission learners where
given lunch packs filled with sweets and juices. Asherville library had a magnificent and well organized setup. Stories were divided into 3 categories based on the language that they were
being told in, either English, Zulu or Afrikaans. The tops 3 positions where given to learners
from each category. Ammaraah did not make the top 3 in the English category but she did receive a medal, a certificate and a gift bag for participating.
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South African National Quraan Committee
The SANQC is an officially registered NPC in the Republic of South Africa.The SANQC administers both
the regional and final competition based on the assessment system of the King Abdul Aziz International
Quraan Competition hosted annually in Makkah,
which is considered the most stringent criteria from all
other competitions. Currently under the leadership of
three of the most senior Quraa in the Country; Qari

Ayoob Essack, Qari Basheer Patel, & Qari Rasheed Fathima Seedat - 3rd place for 1
Dabhelia; these conditions have been revised. All

Juz Category

three Quraa make up the SANQC’s National Adjudication Council. We are proud of all our

learners. May they continue to grow from strength to strength .Masha-llah to all the learners
who participated Nabeeha Essa, Shameelah Quadir, Aarefah Badat and Fathima Seedat.

Memorise the Quraan in 56
Days Workshop
Fathima Seedat (6.2), Mariam Seedat (5.1),
Sameera Bwanali (6.2) Aarefah Badat (6.2),

Shameelah Quadir (6.2), Mahdiyya Joosab (6.2)
and Nabeeha Essa (5.2) attended a three day
workshop

Learners with Shaykh Dr Yahya Al
Ghawthany - Madinah

on

“How

to

memorize

the

Quraan“conducted by Shaykh Dr Yahya Al
Ghawthany [Madinah] on the 27th, 28th and 29th of
April 2016 at NMJ. Alhamdulillah the learners

gained a wealth of knowledge at the three day workshop. The learners were awarded an op-

portunity to address the learners at our Friday assembly. The presentation
was most enlightening and informative and provided an overview on the
basic steps and skills needed to memorise the Quraan.
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World Environment Day
June celebrated Environmental Awareness Month. Orient Islamic school invited Guy Caws
from Durban Municipality to enlighten learners on the need to responsible towards the environment in a fun, engaging and interactive manner .Mr Caws and the facilitators ad-

dressed the learners on the need to recycle certain waste and the essential message conveyed was the need to be aware of the amount of waste we generate and ways in which we
can manage our waste.

Mr Caws Addressing Learners

Outdoor Recycling Task

Athletics 2016
Intermediate Phase Annual Athletics Day was held at Hoy Park, 26th April 2016. Qamr and
Shams battled for first position on this exciting day. The various events allowed all our learners
an opportunity to participate. The day terminated with the tug of war between the teachers
and our parents, this definitely was the highlight of the day.
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Athletics 2016

Masha’Allah mascots! Qamar

Masha’Allah mascots! Shams

Learners in readiness

Well done!

Hooked on Books
Once again the learners at OIS had the opportunity to view the theatrical company Hooked on
Books. There was great excitement as the learners were spellbound for an hour as the actors
dramatized and brought the words from 6 different books to life. The end of the stories were
never given away resulting in a stampede of learners to the Library to bor-

row the books. Some of the learners were chosen to participate in one of
the trailers.
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Hooked on Books

Book Character Day
The Intermediate Phase learners had an exceptional day as they brought to life their most
cherished characters. It was indeed a successful event and we extend our appreciation to all
the parents that attended and supported the learners.
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Book Character Day

Combined Event
WATER WEEK
Water Week was celebrated to create an awareness of the importance of using water wisely
and sparingly. The primary school embarked on a Campaign by having poster display, a special
assembly and finally culmination in a competition for the two phases. A poem competition was
held in the Foundation Phase and a poster competition was held in the Intermediate Phase.
Mash Allah to our winners. The learners were awarded special prizes.
GRADE 1
1. Lameez Goolam Ali
2. Zaara Poonan
3. Hannah Ebrahim

GRADE 2
1. Asmaa Jadwat

GRADE 3
1. Layyah Abdulla

2. Ahmed Moosa

2. Ziyaad Seedat

3. Mikaeel Valentine

3. Muhammad Randeree

GRADE 4
1. Furqaan Ameer
2. Radiya Tayob

3. FathimaZahra Dockrat

GRADE 5

GRADE 6

1. Ekram Jisa

1. Ramina Dil Hossain

2. Muhammad Rehan

2. Taskeen Abdoola

Ismail
3. Hanna Olla

3. Junaid Cassim
3. Layla Tarr
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Water Week

Winning Posters

Book Fair
As part of the IQRA Programme, OIS hosted a Book Fair by BOOKS2U. They showcased a variety of books in the library. Each class was allocated a time to browse through the books at the
fair. Many of the learners were inspired by the collection and purchased some of the exciting
books. This helped to promote reading and literacy at the school. An invite was extended to
the Grade 7 learners. Parents were invited to visit the fair to purchase books for their children.

Wall of Fame
“Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body.” Learning to read is the most prized intellectual gift anyone can receive. Reading a good book stretches the imagination, relaxes the
soul, stimulates the brain, extends your knowledge, improves your vocabulary and writing
skills, connects us to the world...the
list is endless, so why not read. At Orient School, we are passionate about reading with the
heart of our school being our library. From as early as Grade R, our learners are exposed to
reading. From Grade 1 the love of reading is fostered by allowing them the
opportunity to read in class and borrow books to take home daily. In May,
the primary school began their Reading Challenge, the aim being to reach
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the wall of fame .This was not a race but rather reading for enjoyment over a period of two
months. “Reading is important, because if you can read, you can learn anything about everything.” Mashallah to the class and a special thank you to the educator.
The following learners must be congratulated
Foundation Phase:
1. Mohammed Sayfullah Khan – 36 Books – Gr.3.2
2. Khairat Bakhressa – 34 books – Gr.2.1
3. Rumaan Butt – 22 books – Gr.1.2

Most read class – Grade 1.2 with 146 books

Aminah Gaffoor! Masha Allah
Foundation Phase Reading Stars

Grade 1.2 - Intermediate Phase
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Wall of Fame

1.

Lailah Selina
19 Books - Gr.4.2

2. Aaliyah Badat
10 books – Gr.6.2

3.

Maryam Simjee
9 books – Gr.6.2

Most read class – Grade 4.1 with 62 books – English teacher – Shenaaz Jeewa

Grade 4.1
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Wall of Fame

The Wall of Fame

Assemblies
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Assemblies
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Termly Awards Assembly
The 23rd of June celebrated the learners that have excelled in the various spheres of the
learning environment. Masha-Allah to all the learners who received badges and certificates.

Foundation Phase
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Termly Awards Assembly

Awardees

Intermediate Phase
Awardees

Expo - Gr 4 Winners

Natural Science Expo Winners Gr 5
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Termly Awards Assembly

Sports Awardees - Boys

Sports Awardees - Girls

Outreach - Sharing is Caring
WATER OUTREACH PROJECT
In term 1 we began our campaign to raise funds to provide the less fortunate areas with water
tanks. Alhamdullilah due to our successful pizza sales and to parent’s contributions we have
raised a large sum of money. The sports day’s tuck shop profits and the Letterland Market
Day .Alhumdulillah we raised an generous sum of money that will be used for our Water Project as well as our pre-school. A special thank you to the parents and mums committee for assisting us with both these projects

GREYVILLE OUTREACH
As part of the outreach programme, 28 learners from Greyville Primary School joined our
school for the Hooked on Books presentation. The learners had an opportunity to interact, exchange ideas and also visit the library, this was followed by lunch and refreshments provided
by the Mum’s Committee.
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Outreach - Sharing is Caring

Hooked on Books - Greyville Learners

Learners from Greyville School

Social Responsibility
This term was dedicated caring for the less fortunate.
The learners were involved in the following projects:
1.

Winter Warmth – Blanket

2

Collection for our support service Staff

3.

Sisters for Africa Care project. Collection of scarves and bags. The Grade 6 learners spent a
few hours to assist in coordinating the task of making gift bags

4.

Collection of Books for Greyville

5.

Collection of bread tags for the purchase of wheelchair campaign
Alhamdulillah the Orient Community supports the projects with enthusiasm and thus way
making a difference to the lives of others.
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Outreach - Sharing is Caring

Sisters for Africa

Collection of book and bread tags
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Social Publicity and Media
Thank you to Munira Mahomed from the Radio-Al’ansaar for hosting our OIS shining stars on
her weekly KIDZ ZONE programme held on Thursdays from 3 to 3.30 p.m.

Sameera Bwanali & Aarefah Badat

Fatima Seedat

Mishka Suleman and Yusuf Suleman

Ismail Amod
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Chairmans Lunch
The Executive Board of Governors of Orient Islamic School hosted a luncheon on the 03 rd of
June 2016 in appreciation of; the successful events that were held during this year and to honor the existing educators that have served the school for more than 18 years. We salute each

and every one of you, may Allah (s.w.t) reward you for your constant hard work and dedication.

Respected Staff members that were accredited for their ongoing service
on 3rd June 2016
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Message from the Sports Department
The second term has been a very successful time in terms of the sport development and recreation for the Primary School. Both phases had a very successful Athletics and Funletics Day
which ran smoothly and culminated into a success. Apart from these two major events we par-

ticipated in many other inter-school tournaments as well as inter-class development games.
Our Primary School participated in the Alfalaah Soccer Tournament in which our under 12 boys
were the runners up, together with that we participated in the AMS Soccer Tournament in
which our under 11 boys team did extremely well finishing as runners up. We also participated
in the AMS netball tournament in which our under 11 team did outstanding in reaching the finals. We also ran our inaugural OPL (Orient premier league) interclass cricket tournament
which was a development programme designed to motivate learners to get involved in the
game of cricket, which was a huge success as we have identified +- 20 players for the school
under 11 cricket squad. The girls was involved in a inter class soccer tournament which is a
programme to promote girls soccer. Our foundation phase boys were enthusiastic as ever to
play in inter class rugby games, and our foundation phase girls were introduced to handball for
the first time, they were taught the game and played in interclass games.
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Message from the Sports Department

Ams Soccer
Masha'Allah to all the U9 and U11 soccer participants that represented Orient Islamic School at
the AMS Soccer Tournament. Despite it being the first experience for the U9 boys, they faired
decentlywell. A special congratulations to the U11 division as they were one of the finalists
and subsequently the runner ups of this prestigious event, the boys carried out themselves
with true sportsmanship and showed splendid skill.
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Message from the School Nurse
Good vision is key to a child’s physical development, success in school and overall well-being.
The vision system is not fully formed in babies and young children, and equal input from both
eyes is necessary for the brain’s vision centers to develop normally. If a young child’s eyes cannot send clear images to the brain, his or her vision may become limited in ways that cannot
be corrected later in life. But if problems are detected early, it is usually possible to treat them
effectively.
Hearing is critical to speech and language development, communication and learning. Hearing
loss causes delays in development of speech and language, and those delays then lead to
learning problems, often resulting in poor school performance. Unfortunately, since poor academic performance is often accompanied by inattention and sometimes poor behavior, children with hearing loss are often misidentified as having learning disabilities such as ADD and
ADHD.
We want to ensure that our kids don’t have these issues and will be having screenings done on
the 20th of July. Z.A Khan will do the eye screening and Amina Karani Jadwat will do the
speech and Audiology screening.

Upcoming Events
20th July 2016
26th July 2016
28th July 2016
06th & 7th August 2016
10th August – 18th August 2016
19th August 2016
24th August 2016
18th September 2016
26th September 2016
27th September 2016
28th September 2016

Ear & Eye Screening
Eid Meelan
SAASTA NST Olympiad
AMS Soccer
Conquesta Olympiad
Eskom DUT Expo
AMS Science and Technology Fair
Annual Fun Run
Champion Olympiad
Foundation Phase Jalsa
Intermediate Phase Jalsa
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